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Summary

The Analysis of the REpository Source Term (AREST) computercode was selected in 1992 by
the U.S. Departmentof Energy. The ARESTcode will be used to analyzethe performanceof an
undergroundhigh level nuclearwaste repository. The ARESTcode is being modified by the Pacific
NorthwestLaboratory(PNL) in orderto evaluate the engineeredbarrierand waste package designs,
model regulatorycompliance, analyze sensitivities, and supporttotal systems performance assessment
modeling.

The currentversion of the ARESTcode was developed to be a very useful tool for analyzing
model uncertaintiesandsensitivities to inputparameters. The code has also been used successfully in

¥ supplyingsource-termsthat were used in a total systems performance assessment (Eslingeret al.
1993). The current version, however, has been found to be inadequatefor the comparisonand
selection of a design for the waste package. This is due to the assumptionsand simplificationsmade
in the selection of the process and system models. Thus, the new version of the ARESTcode will be
designed to focus on the details of the individualprocesses and implementationof more realistic
models.

This documentdescribes the requirementsof the new models that will be implemented. Included
in this documentis a section describing the near-fieldenvironmentalconditions for this waste package
modeling, descriptionof the new process models that will be implemented,and a descriptionof the
computerrequirementsfor the new version of the ARESTcode.

Process models that are being developed to enhance the current version of the AREST code
include: 1) corrosion of the container,2) oxidationof the spentfuel cladding, 3) oxidationand
dissolutionof the spentfuel, 4) dissolutionof a glass waste form, 5) spatialand temporal variability
of the waste package geochemistry,and 6) spatial and temporaltransportthrough the waste package
and into the host rock.
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1.0 Introduction

The U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE) has assigned the task of managingand integratingthe
performanceassessment studies at the proposed site for the undergroundnuclearwaste repositoryat
Yucca Mountainto the Civilian RadioactiveWaste ManagementSystem (CRWMS)Management and
OperatingContractor(M&O). The M&O has selected the ARESTcode as the waste package model
for analyzing the engineeredbarriersystem (EBS) of the repository (Van Luik et al. 1992). The
AREST code was developed for the DOE at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory_l)(Liebetrauet al.

. 1987).

Within the next few years, the Yucca MountainSite CharacterizationProject Office CYMP)will
• be examiningalternative EBS concepts that cannot be analyzed with the currentversion of the AREST

code or any other existing DOE model. The current ARESTcode relies on relatively simple
analytical models to describe release and transportof radionuclidesfrom the waste package of the
EBS. V_ile these models provide necessary insights into near-fieldperformance, many key processes
are necessarily simplified or ignored. Consequently, a fundamentalrestructuringof the ARESTcode
is needed to implementrobustbut computationallyefficient models for the EBS and waste package
performance assessment.

This documentdescribes the software requirementsspecifications (SRS) for the next version of
the ARESTcode. The document has been structured to describe the new modeling capabilities for the
AREST code, based on the capabilitiesof the current, 1992 version (Engel and McGrail 1993). An
SRS document is the first step in the developmentor modification of a computer code. This
document is intended to facilitate agreementon the capabilitiesof the code by both the developer and
the user/client. The mathematical formulations and the design of the software will be initiated after
this document is completed. Code developmentwill startfollowing the completion of the
mathematical formulations. It is understoodby the authorsthat developing software requirements
should be an iterative process. However, it should also be understoodthat afterthe design and
coding tasks are started, revisions to the requirementswill be more costly, in time and money.

1.1 Performance Assessment

Performance Assessment (PA) is a method to compare the predicted characteristics of a physical
system againsta standardor performance measure. For example, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) specifies a fractional release rate requirementof 10s parts/year(release rate
normalized by its 1000 year inventory) from the EBS for most nuclides (NRC 1983). A goal of a PA

- is to estimate fractional release rates from the EBS and compare the results to this criterion.

The PA process consists of different levels of analyses and detail. Figure 1.1 depicts the levels
• of the analyses representedby a pyramid. The base of the pyramid consists of models for individual

(a) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is a multiprogram national laboratory operated for the U.S.
Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under contract DE-AC06-RLO 1830.
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mechanisms, e.g., pit initiation,oxidation, hydrolysis, sorption, speciation,precipitation, etc.
Analyses with these models can give insight into the sensitivity of the individualmechanisms to
specific inputparameters. For implementationin a performanceassessmentcode like AREST, the
mechanism-specific modelstend to be relatively simple analyticalor numericalapproximationsto the
equationsgoverning the physics and/or chemistry of the mechanism.

In the next level up on the pyramidthe mechanistic models are combinedinto conceptual
models describingindividualprocesses, e.g., pitting corrosion, uniform corrosion, stress corrosion
cracking, dissolution, diffusion, retardation,etc. Process models can be treatedindividuallyor
combinedto analyze corrosion of a container material, for example. Sensitivity and uncertainty
analyses can also be used to determine the importanceof specific system parametersthataffect the
process. Realistic representationof these processes may result in a set of governingequations that
requiresa numericalmethod for solution. ¢

Total

System

Subsystem

Domain

Process

Mechanistic

MODEL HIERARCHY

Figure 1.1. Levels of Model Development and Analyses for a Typical Performance Assessment
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The next level on the pyramid, illustratedin Figure 1.1, is the domain level. At this level the
process models are combinedto analyze a single domain, e.g., a waste package. Results from the
domain modelcan be compared again, a performancemeasure, e.g., the expected lifetime of the
waste package. The domainmodel will containall of the relevant mechanistic and process-level
models. Unless many simplifying assumptions are made at the mechanism and process-level, solving
a domain-levelproblemrequiresa numericalsolution method.

The subsystemmodel is the next level progressingup the pyramid. This model combinesthe
differentdomains into a subsystemof the total system, e.g., the waste package and the repository
domains are combinedto form the engineeredbarriersubsystem. By the time we get to this level, the
detailed conceptual andprocess models are typically simplified. Simplificationsare requiredbecause
of currentcomputationaland inputdata limitationsto realistically model a large numberof waste
packagesover a large, heterogeneousspatialdomain. Subsystem models tend to use distributions,
responsesurfaces, and analytical models of simplified geometryand boundaryconditions.

Finally, the top of the pyramid correspondsto the total systems-level model. At this level, all
subsystems are combined into the high-level system, which for our modeling is a mined geological
disposal system for the storage of nuclear waste. The models that make up the total systems-level
model are typically simplificationsof the domainand subsystemmodels. The total system model is
generally used for repeatedsampling of each subsystem.

Figure 1.2 lists the domains, processes, and concepts that will be modeled with the new version
of the ARESTcode. The EBS is broken into the repository domain and the waste package domain.
The repositorydomain will be modeledexternal to the ARESTcode and inputas boundaryconditions
for the waste package domain. The ARESTcode will be designed for a detailedanalysis of the waste
package domain. Models will be incorporatedfor all of the componentslisted in Figure 1.2. If
verifiable/defensiblemodels do not currentlyexist for any of these componentsor processes, place
holders will be implementedso thatappropriatemodels can be addedin the future. The domains,
processes, and concepts are described throughoutthis document.

1.2 Background

The current version of the AREST code is based on a series of analytical models (Chambr6
et al. 1985) and a simple one-dimensional finite-difference numerical model (Grindrodet al. 1991) for
calculating nuclide transport to the host rock. Constant boundary conditions are assumed at the waste
form surface and chemical properties of the groundwaterand EBS materials that affect nuclide
migration are held fixed. The current version also includes a sophisticated graphical user interface to

. simplify and organize problem setup, andprovide visualization of the computational results
(NakamuraandWilkins 1992).

. The analytical models used in the ARESTcode have proven to be extremely useful tools for
analyzing waste package performance and have recentlybeen extended to incorporatea geochemical
model for glass waste form dissolution(McGrail and i/vgel 1992). However, in the next few years,
the DOE is planningon using the ARESTcode for detailed analyses of EBS designs, regulatory
compliance assessments, and benchmarkingagainstTotal Systems Performance Assessment (TSPA)
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• liquid/gas flow process groundwater composition
• liquid/gas transportprocess radionuclide solubilities
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• waste package containment process
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container failure

uniform corrosion
stress corrosion
pitting corrosion
crevice corrosion

cladding failure

• waste package release process
spent fuel dissolution/oxidation
glass dissolution
gaseous, release
transport through partially failed container
transport through backf'dl
transport through disturbed rock
transport into rock

Figure 1.2. EngineeredBarrierSubsystemDefined for the AREST Code, IncludingConcepts,
Processes, andDomains

codes. The process models that are currentlyimplementedin the ARESTcode are inadequatefor
these functions. In part, the models are inadequatebecauseof the special conditionsof the
unsaturatedsite at Yucca Mountain. In addition, the models are design specific rather than being
flexible enough to test alternativedesign concepts.

The simplified treatmentof criticalchemical processes, in the current version of the AREST
code, that affect containmentandradionuclider¢lease andmigrationmustbe addressedif the DOE is
to have a reliable and defensiblemodel for waste package PA analyses. For example, chemical
retardationdependson a variety of solution and solid chemical properties, and a constant retardation
factor is knownto be inappropriatefor modelingsolute transportin geologically complex systems
(Reardon1981; Serne and Muller 1987). Yet the currentversion of the ARESTcode and other PA
codes use fixed Kd values that have been demonstrated to give n0n-c0nserv_tivebreakthroughtimes
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by as much as 104years for several key radionuclides(PescatoreandSullivan 1985). In our 1992
study (McGrailandEngel 1992), we demonstratedthatchemical changes in groundwaterchemistry
resultingfrom glass dissolutioncan significantly affect the solubilities of key actinideelements. Also,
decay-chain ingrowthia the buffer surroundinga waste package has been shown to cause the
developmentof precipitationfronts. None of these importantprocesses can be addressedwith the
currentversion of the AREST code.

Another key area that needs to be upgradedin the AREST code is containmentmodeling. Loss
of containmentis now modeledusing a realizationfrom a statisticaldistributionor simply assumed

• when the waste package temperaturedropsbelow the boiling point of water. Additionaldata are
becoming availablethat may permit takinginto accounta partially-failedcontaineror zircaloy
claddingas a barrierto release andtransport.

,¢

The new version of the ARESTcode will be designedto addressall of the above issues, limited
primarilyby the availabilityof reliable data and in some instancesthe availability of mechanistic
models. Additional details on the proposed capabilitiesfor the new ARESTcode are given below.

1.3 Description of New Model

The new version of the ARESTcode will be designedfor internalsimulationof processes that
affect container and claddingcorrosion, radionuclidemobilization, and mass transport. In particular,
a geochemical model will be coupled with a transportmodel and the resulting system of differential
and algebraicequations will be solved both spatiallyand temporally. However, several environmental
processes will be assumedto be independentof the corrosion, dissolution, and transportprocesses.
Examples include radiolysis, rock mechanics, heat transfer,and waterinfiltration. Each of these
processes will be modeled external to the ARESTcode with detailed support codes. Results from the
external codes will be inputinto the AREST code as parameters or as initial and boundaryconditions.

While it is possible to couple the heat equationwith Darcy's law to calculate the effect of
temperatureon fluid and heat flow, we assume that corrosion and solute transporthave little influence
on heat transferand fluid flow and thus there is no need to couple these processes into the transport
solver,c') Similar rationaleabout the lack of strong cross coupling is made for other waste package
processes, such as radiolysis androck mechanics, to justify their exclusion from direct solution in the
ARESTcode.

The ARESTcode will contain the capabilityto model two differentbarriersthat affect waste
package containmentfailuretime, includingseveral types of containermaterials. The first barrier

. will be the container/overpack. Several corrosion mechanismswill be modeled includinguniform
corrosion, stress corrosion cracking,pitting corrosion, andintergranularattack. The second barrier

(a) Modeling changes in fluid flow arising from changes in porosity and permeability of the host
rock or backfill may need to be taken into account in the future once an adequaterelationship
that defines such changesas a functionof temperatureand mineral dissolution/precipitationis
available.
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will be the claddingsurroundingthe spent fuel. Several tasks within the YMP are underwaythatare
evaluatingcladdingcorrosion and failuremechanisms. As models are developedfrom these tasks,
they will be incorporatedin the AREST code.

Containmentmodelingusing the AREST code will maintainthe current level of flexibility. The
user will have the optionto select mechanistic (if available), semi-empirical,or response surface
models to analyze both barriers. The user will also have the option to select failuretimes based on a
user suppliedprobabilitydistribution. Failuretimes will also be modeledbased on environmental
parameters, e.g., failurecan occur when waste package temperaturesdrop below the boiling point and
watercan reenterthe system.

Numerical models will be developed to predict mass transportof solutes througha partially
failed container,through a crushedtuff or a clay backfill, through a disturbedrock zone, andfinally ,
into a fracturedhost rock. Spatialdiscretizationwill be set on a two-dimensionalorthogonalgrid
with a possibility of extendingthe scheme to a three-dimensionalnon-orthogonalgrid in a future
version. The models will accountfor solubilityconstraints,radionuclidedecay, and decay chain
ingrowth at each node and time step throughoutthe EBS. Figure 1.3 displaysan example of the two-
dimensionalgeometrywhich will be availablewith the next version of the ARESTcode.

The new transportmodel will be capableof solving multicomponentsolute transportproblems
coupledwith equilibriumand/or kinetically-controlledchemical reactionsin partiallysaturatedmedia.
Althoughprovisions for a Kdequivalent isothermfor treatingsorption will be provided, the model
will be generalized to include site-specific ion-exchange and surface complexationreactions. The
requiredconditions such as the waterflux and chemical compositionof groundwaterinfiltratinga
waste package will be provided from external analyses. In addition,saturationvalues for the host
rock and the backfill as a function of temperaturewill be determinedexternally by a coupled thermal-
hydrologic model. This data will be used to derive effective diffusion coefficients for use in the
transportcalculations.

Uncertaintieswill be estimatedfor each process model: from contaiper corrosion to waste form
dissolutionto transport into the host rock. Uncertaintiesin parameters obtainedfrom experiments,
i.e., parameters obtained by a regressionanalysis of experimentaldata, will be included. The process
modeluncertaintieswill then be propagatedthroughoutthe system wherepossible, limited by the
complexityof the reactivetransportmodel. The goal is to estimaterelease at any specified time with
a single performanceparameter(e.g., containerfailuretime or averagerelease rate) and an estimated
uncertaintymeasure (i.e., a standarddeviationor variance). Uncertaintiesfor a PA analysis are
generally estimatedusing the probabilistictotal systems model. However, using detailed numerical
models we can get an understandingof which processes, components, and parameters contributemost
to the uncertainty.

_.4 Report Organization

This document is organized as follows: Section 1.0, this introduction, provides an overview and
background on the AREST code development. Section 2.0 describes the uses, the outputs, and the
overall structure of the next version of the AREST code. The waste package domain modeling for
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Figure 1.3. Waste Package Geometry for the Next Generation of the AREST Code

the AREST code is divided into three processes which are described in separate sections of this
document. Section 3.0 describes the near-field environmental processes, Section 4.0 describes the
waste containment failure process, and Section 5.0 describes the waste package release process.
Section 6.0 discusses the uncertainty modeling for the new version of the AREST code. The
computer requirements for the AREST code are discussed in Section 7.0, and the user interface is
described in Section 8.0.
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2.0 Code Uses and Outputs

The new version of theARESTcode will be designed for analysis at the process level andat the
waste package domain level. However, capabilitiesfor analysis of the engineered barriersubsystem
will also be included. The overall structureof the ARESTcode is shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 and
describedlater in this section. The specific uses of the code are listed below:

• evaluate EBS design
• • model regulatorycompliance

analyze sensitivities
• supportTSPA modeling.

l¢

2.1 Design Considerations

The AREST code wili be developed with capabilitiesto evaluate different EBS designs.
Capabilitiesfor modeling differentwaste containermaterialsand dimensions, waste loading scenarios,
and the effects of differentbackfill materialsand dimensions will be provided. The process models
that will be implementedwill be realisticrepresentationsof the governingphysical and chemical
processes wherepossible. This philosophyis adoptedso that analysis of EBS designs can be related
to specific mechanisms or parametersthat impactperformanceand to evaluate uncertaintiesin both
the conceptualand process models.

The AREST code will be designed to perform separate detailedanalyses of each componentand
process. This will allow for testing the results of each model as the inputparameters or designs are
varied. For example, capabilitiesfor analyzing containerco_osion separate from modeling transport
will be provided. These analyses can be very useful when designing the containerand simulating
waste loading scenarios.

2.2 Address Regulatory Criteria

In order to qualify a potentialsite for use as an undergroundhigh-level waste repository,
regulatorycriteriawill have to be addressed. Historically, the regulatorycriteriawhich applied to the
EBS modeling were 1) 10 CFR 60 (NRC 1983) and2) 40 CFR 191 (EPA 1985). With the passage
of the 1992 Energy Bill, October 1992, the requirementsof 40 CFR 191 no longer applyto a
potentialrepository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The NationalAcademyof Sciences (NAS) was

• contractedto provide, by December31, 1994, findings and recommendationson reasonablestandards
for protectionof the public health and safety. The U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA) has
been given two years (untilDecember31, 1995) in which to promulgatea new standardandfor
setting general health and safety requirements,based uponand consistent with the findings and
recommendationsof the NAS. The NRC then has an additionalyear (untilDecember 31, 1996) in
which to modify 10 CFR 60 to implementthe new EPA standard.
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Althoughregulatoryrequirementsare currentlynot fixed, we know thatwe must evaluatethe
release from the waste package/EBS in our PA analyses. Based on past regulatory criteriadeveloped
by the NRC and the EPA, the ARESTcode must be capableof supplyingthe following data:

• radionuclideflux as a functionof space and time
• radionuclideconcentrationas a functionof space andtime
• cumulativefluxes
• radionuclidefractional release rates
• time-dependentcontainer inventories
• waste containerfailuretimes
• uncertaintyestimates for calculatedresults.

These results will be calculated at the domainlevel. The overall structureof the modeling at the ,m

domainlevel is illustratedin Figure 2.1. At the domain lev_,l,each process (environmental,
containment, and release) is modeled for each time step of the analysis. If the process is not active at
a given time step, it will be ignored, e.g., release modelingis not active until the containerhas failed.
Eachprocess of the waste package domainis describedlater in separate sections of this document.

2.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analyses are an importantpart of a PA process. Using sensitivity analyses we try to
quantifythe relationshipbetween the predictions of a model andits inputparameters. We try to
define those inputvariables thathave the greatest influenceon the results of the models. We also try
to define the relevant ranges for the inputparameters of our models given that we have predefined
performancemeasurementsto compareagainst.

The capability for doing sensitivity analysis exists in the currentversion of the ARESTcode.
However, this capabilitywill have to be enhancedto allow for sensitivity analyses at differentlevels
of the PA process. Individualconceptual models will be exercised several times independentlyof the
process models to measure sensitivity of the results due to uncertaintyin the inputparameters;e.g.,
each corrosionmodel will be analyzed separately to identify the parameters which have the biggest
effect on the corrosion rate. Also, the process models will be exercised separately from the domain
model to measure the sensitivity of the individualprocesses;e.g., the containmentprocess will be
analyzed to identifythe key corrosion mechanisms.

Sensitivity analyses at the domainlevel are needed to identifyand rankprocesses affectingwaste
packageperformance. For instance,changes in the time of failuremay have little effect on the
magnitudeof the release rate from the waste package, whereas changes in the dissolutionrate of the
waste form could significantlyeffect the release rate of some radionuclides. For these analyses,
samplingdesigns can reduce the numberof runs while still producinga good estimate of sensitivity to
the individualprocess. Thus we will enhance the current capabilityof the ARESTcode by
implementingsampling designs (e.g., Latin HypercubeSampling).

The output from a sensitivity analysis will be based on the type of analysis being done. For
example, when estimating a failuretime distributionto be used by a TSPA model, the output would
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Figure 2.1. Overall Structureof the AREST Code for Modeling
the WastePackage (WP) Domain

be the failure time for each run/analysis. However, if a response surface as a functionof temperature
andgroundwatercompositionis going tO be developed for the failure time, then the outputneeds to

• contain the parametersalong with the failure time. The ARESTcode will be designed to allow the
user to specifically identifywhich parameters to outputwhen doing sensitivity analyses. For instance,
the user might specify that the time of failure is the only output for the analysis, or the user might

• specify to outputthe failuretime, the temperature,pH, andEh at the time of failure. This would
allow a response surfaceto be fit to the results.
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2.4 Total Systems Performance Assessment

In performanceassessmentanalyses for the total system, repeatedsamplingof scenarios and
inputparameterswill be needed. The results of these anaiyses will be used to construct a
complementarycumulativedensity function (CCDF) of release to the accessibleenvironment.
Constructinga CCDF could requirehundredsof samples to be run, with different source-termsbeing
calculated. It is not reasonableto use a detailed numericalmodel for this type of analysis. However,
the ARESTcode will be designed to calculatesource-term estimationsfor benchmarkingand
comparingresults against results from a probabilisticTSPA source-term model (e.g., RIP: Kossik et
al. 1992). The detailedmodels will also be used to create the data to construct response surfaces and
distributionsthat can be used by the probabilisticTSPA source-term model.

The structure of the ARESTcode for use with the TSPA model is shown in Figure 2.2. The
potential repositorywill be divided into groups. Eachgroup will be representedby a single waste
package, assuming a homogeneousdistributionwithin each group. The results of each group will be
combinedto create the source-termfor comparisonand use by the total systems model. This type of
subsystem-levelmodeling is needed to bridge the gap between the detailedmodeling at the process
and domain levels and the probabilisticmodeling at the total systems level.

C AREST 3

1
Setup Homogeneous )WP Groups

_ Analyze Single _ ( ')WP for Each Group _ __ Compile Results

1"

Figure 2.2. Overall Structt',reof the AREST Code for Modeling
the EngineeredBarrierSubsystem(EBS)
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3.0 Waste Package Environment

Engineeredbarriersystem performancecannot be modeledwith the AREST code without
informationthat describes the near-fieldenvironmentalconditionsof the waste package. Figure 3.1
illustratesthe coupling between processes in the near-fieldenvironmentof the waste package. The
solid arrowsrepresentthe coupling that will be modeled internalto the ARESTcode. The remaining
coupling, dashed arrows, will be modeled externally in supportcode analyses.

. The near-field computercodes that simulate the physical andchemical processes are complex
andrequireextensive computingtime. Therefore, it is not practicalfor all of these codes to be
incorporateddirectly into the AREST code. The philosophyused to develop the ARESTcode is that

- many of the environmentalprocesses can be decoupled from the waste package modeling, allowing
them to be modeled externalto the ARESTcode.

Process-specificcodes can be used to simulatethe near-fieldenvironmentand provide
informationto the ARESTcode. The use of near-fieldsupport code_ in this fashion preserves the
computationalefficiency of the ARESTcode without the loss of modeling accuracythat would result
from the adoptionof simplified models.

The ARESTcode will contain radiological,hydrothermal,thermal, mechanical, and geochemical
inputmodulesthat are designed to link the near-field parameters with the main componentsof the
ARESTcode. Figure 3.2 illustrates the supportcode data thatare suppliedby each model.

_1 [ Radiation

It"--'--*-'- Transfer

.. I Ill
--_ _ " /

, -- !

Mechanical /'",,,.'"',-,,,,"'1111,,,,.1Hydrological / .1 Geochemical _. '""-'"I i"---l Reactions

[
g

Figure 3.1. Coupled Near-Field Environmental Processes. Solid arrows imply models internalto the
AREST code (after Wanget al. 1983).
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Figure 3.2. ARESTand ARESTSupportCode Modeling

The output from the near-fieldsupport codes can be processedin a variety of ways for use by
the ARESTcode. The ARESTcode interfacemay involve the developmentof a functional
relationshipor algorithmfor interpolationand selection of parametervalues duringan analysis. The
AREST code has andwill be designedto input the processes and parameters that have a significant
effect on waste packageperformance. Parametersmay be representedby a functionalrelationship
that describes the temporaland spatialvariability in the repositorysystem. For temperature
dependentparameters, such as saturation,spatial variability can be simulatedwith a corresponding
functionalrelationshipor with tabulardata that describes the effect of temperatureon that parameter.

The following sections describein more detail the data supplied by the environmentalsupport
codes and interfaceswith the AREST code.
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3.1 Radiological Modeling

Radiological modeling is needed to evaluatethe radionuclideinventory, decay heat
characteristicsof the waste package, andradiationtransport. The heatgenerationrateand inventory
characteristicsare importantfor thermal and radionucliderelease modeling, while radiationtransport
is importantfor evaluating the effects of radiationdamage to waste package materials. These
processes are described below.

3.1.1 Radionucfide Inventory

Radionuclide inventory data anddecay characteristicsof spent fuel and high-level waste forms
affect many waste package processes including containmentand EBS release. A numberof the decay

• characteristicsare interrelated,such as inventory, burnup,and waste age for spentfuel. The
parameters for the source-termfor spent fuel andhigh level waste should includethe timing and
lo_ationof waste package emplacementand the necessarydata to determine how the waste
characteristicswill change with isolationtime.

The ARESTcode will inputradionuclideinventoriesat the time of emplacementinto the
repository. The ARESTcode will then trackinventoriesas a function of decay, ingrowth, and
release. Heat generationrates will be used by the externalthermal model for calculatingwaste
packagerepositorytemperatures.

3.1.2 Radiation Transport

The radiationtransportmodule will estimatethe radiationdose in the waste package and
surroundinghost rock duringwaste isolation. The radiationdose informationis needed to determine
the effects of radiationdamage to waste packagematerials and the effects of gammaand alpha
radiolysison waste-barrier-rockinteractions. The radiationdose rate is dependenton the waste
package design and the waste form source-term characteristics. The total absorbed dose, integrated
over time, for a simulatedwaste package will be conservatively estimated by using a transfer function
that is dependenton the radiation source-term characteristics and waste age at emplacement. The;
effect of the waste package degradation, includingstructuralfailure modes, will be incorporatedin the
radiationtransport model. The AREST code will require information that describes the effect of
gamma and alpharadiation dose on waste package material propertydamage, corrosion rate and
dissolution rate enhancement, and radionuclidetransport behavior.

3.2 Waste Package Thermal Modeling

The AREST code will utilize time-dependenttemperaturescalculated for the waste package, the
waste container, and the waste form surface. The models requiredfor calculatingthese temperatures

• will require, as boundaryconditions, temperaturesgeneratedwith repository-scalemodels external to
the ARESTcode. The repository-scaleand waste packagescale models are describedbelow.
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3.2.1 Repository Heat Transfer

Near-fieldhost rock temperaturesshould be evaluatedwith a three-dimensionalheat transfer
modelof the undergroundfacility for the potentialrepository. The model should incorporatethe
actual waste emplacementconfiguration. The repository-scalemodel will be used to provide the
boundaryconditions for the waste package heattransfermodel and also interfacewith the rock
mechanicsandthe multi-phasegroundwaterflow models.

The objective of the thermal modeling is to evaluate the spatialand transientbehaviorso that
variable thermal load conditionsare accountedfor in the ARESTcode. The area thermal load of the
potential repositorywill be adjustedduringwaste emplacementto accommodatespent fuel receipts
withvariable age and burnupcharacteristics. Ne_Lr-fieldtemperaturesare sensitive to the design and
thermal loading of the potential repository, waste packageheat generation, and thermal propertiesof
the rock mass.

3.2.2 Waste Package Heat Transfer

The purpose of the waste package heattransfermodel is to evaluate waste package component
temperatures. The waste packagecomponent temperaturehistories are needed to evaluate the thermal
processes associatedwith waste package containmentand release performance. Waste form
temperaturesand waste containersurface temperatureswill be calculated external to the ARESTcode.
The results of the detailed externalsupport code analyses will be input into the ARESTcode via
lookup tables. Component temperatureswill be estimatedbased on heat loadingand near-field
temperaturesat each time step.

3.3 Near-Field Hydrologic Modeling

The near-fieldenvironmentsurroundingthe waste package will significantlyaffect container
corrosion andradionuclidedissolutionprocesses. A primaryassumptionassociated with the AREST
code, however, will be that container corrosion and radionuclideprocesses will be decoupledfrom the
near-field hydrologic environment. This assumptionallows the complex modeling of the hydrologic
environment to be performed independentlyof the waste package model.

The AREST code will utilize both temporaland spatialtemperatureand saturationvalues, liquid
and vapor flow rates, and relativehumidity values. This datawill be calculatedexternally and input
into the ARESTcode as lookuptables. Conca and Wrighthave shown that some transportproperties,
e.g., diffusion coefficient andhydraulic conductivity,can be modeled as functions of the volumetric
watercontentof the rock (Conca and Wright 1992).

Near-fieldhydrologicmodeling conductedexternal to the AREST code should be done using a
multi-phaseflow componentmodel. The purposeof the multi-phaseflow componentmodel is to
calculatethe air, water vapor, and liquid groundwaterflow conditions in the engineered barrier
system andthe disturbedrock zone. It wouldbe used to evaluate the extentanddurationof near-field
boiling conditions andto evaluate the multi-phaseconditionsfollowing the initial waste emplacement
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andresaturationof the waste package. The initial environmentis anticipatedto be hydrologically
unsaturatedandchemically oxidizing.

3.4 Mechanical Modeling

Near-field mechanical process models are neededto determinethe rock displacementin the
disturbedrock zone and deformation in the waste package. The condition of the rock, fracturedor
unfractured,and the stress that the rock places on the waste package can be importantwhen analyzing
groundwaterflow, radionucliderelease, andcorrosion processes. These results will be calculated
externally andinput into the AREST code as boundaryconditionsas described below.

3.4.1 Rock Mechanics

The external rock mechanicsprocess model will calculate rock stresses and displacements in the
disturbed rock zone surrounding the waste package. The disturbed rock zone should be modeled with
a discontinuum rock stress code to determine the effects of the transient thermal conditions on the

fracture characteristics, on the stability of the borehole or drift emplacement wall, and on the potential
load conditions of the waste package. During the thermal period when boiling conditions are
expected to occur, the fractures induced by the excavation and thermal stresses are expected to
promote dehydration of the disturbed rock zone in contact with the waste package. For anticipated
matrix-dominated groundwater flow conditions, the fractures may provide an effective diffusion
barrier limiting radionuclide release from the waste package. Under fracture flow conditions, the
disturbed rock zone may provide a preferential pathway for groundwater flow and radionuclide
transport away from the waste package. This type of modeling is needed to characterize the fractures
and to help define the needed discritization for the transport model.

3.4.2 Structural Mechanics

The structuralmechanics process model will calculate the stresses in the waste package. These
stresses will occur becauseof external loads, thermal expansionand gradients, volume expansionof
corrosionproducts, residualstresses from waste package fabrication,mechanical and thermal stress,
and unstablecrack formation. A stress distributionin the waste package containerwill be used to
predictstress-inducedcorrosion. The structural integrityof the waste package componentswill also
be evaluated, includingcontainer bucklingand compactionof gravel packing materials.

3.5 Geochemical Modeling

Near-field geochemistry andwaste/barrier/rockhydrothermalinteractionswill be predicted as
partof the coupled reactive transportmodel that is described in more detail in Section 5.0. However,
the chemistry of the groundwaterinfiltratingthe EBS is an importantboundaryconditionneeded for
the reactivetransportcalculations. This data will be providedfrom a far-field analysis of isothermal
rock-waterinteractionsor from a hydrothermalmodel that accounts for the effects of boiling and
precipitationas the wetting front collapses back on the waste package (Arthurand Murphy1989).
The ARESTcode will utilize the time-dependentgroundwatercompositioncalculatedat the host rock
boundaryas a time-varyingboundaryconditionfor reactivetransportsimulations.
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4.0 Waste Package Containment

The containmentprocess describes the lifetime of the containerbarrier. The ARESTcode will
containthree possible methods for modeling the loss of containment. The user will select the
modeling method from the following list:

• early failures
• corrosion modelingusing mathematicalmodels

. • simulationof failure times as a realizationfrom a distribution.

4.1 Early Failures

Early failures andprefailureswill be modeledusing either statisticalor user-supplied
distributions. Release from a prefailed container will be limitedto gaseous release. Release from the
matrix will not occur until rewettingof the waste package has occurred.

4.2 Corrosion Modeling

This type of modelingpertainsto the use of mechanistic, semi-empirical,and response surface
modelsto estimatethe time of containmentfailure. Containmentfailure occurs when the
container/overpacksurroundingthe waste form is breachedalongwith the failure of the cladding, if
modeling spentfuel. Figure 4.1 shows the overall structureof the corrosionmodeling.

4.2.1 Container/Overpack

Mathematicalmodels are requiredfor the physical processes of pitting corrosion, general
(uniform) corrosion, stress corrosion cracking(transgranularand intergranular),intergranularattack,
andgalvanic corrosion. However, it shouldbe noted that some of these models may be eliminated in
the future, dependingon the material(s)chosen for the waste containers. For example, a
single-materialcontainerwould not be expected to be susceptible to intergranularattack,but a coated
materialmay be susceptibleto crevice effects. In the first iteration,it is suggested that the model
requirementsbe based on the assumptionthat the chosen materialcouldbe susceptibleto the
following:

• Pitting - dependingon future (unknown)changes in repositorychemistry
• General (uniform)corrosion- to accountfor oxidizing conditions and also liquid conditions
• Stress corrosion - becausepits, for example, may evolve into cracks which could be exacerbated

by mechanical loads
• Intergranularattack- dependingon the containermaterial.
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4.2.1.1 Operational Features

The AREST code will contain the capability to model output uncertainties of the corrosion
process and sensitivities of the output of the conceptual models separate from modeling release and
transport. The models should be mathematically straightforward so that they can be inverted for use
in possibly iterative solutions that may be required for interactions between other modules of the
AREST code. For example, interaction between mechanical, thermal, transport, and radiolytic
modules of the AREST code are expected.

Each model should calculate the required output in an incremental manner. Account should bep

taken of the change in the corrosion rate as a function of the elapsed time that the particular corrosion
model has been "active", so that increments in corrosion penetration are not over-estimated. The

term "active" is important in relation to observations that many corrosion mechanisms can become
temporarily inactive depending on changes in chemistry or passive film formation.

Each corrosion model should be "generic" enough in mathematical form so that a range of other
materials could be modeled by changing the model parameters. This is consistent with the
requirement that the models be mathematically straightforward and invertible. Semi-empirical models
are expected to satisfy this requirement. Some examples specific to the pitting corrosion model have
been discussed elsewhere (Henshall 1992; Hashimoto et al. 1992)

Each model should be capableof modeling a two-dimensional container surface area of known

extent. This capability is for adaptability to the AREST code numerical mesh size, which may vary
from problem to problem. It is also needed to permit evaluation of the possibility of local cells
occurring during the evolution of a particular simulation. Local cells may be created or destroyed as
the time-dependent boundary conditions evolve, or during simulations of the effects of major geologic
motions or human intrusions.

Each model should contain provisions for enhancement effects, such as accelerated corrosion
caused by radiolysis or biological factors, should these be found important in future work. This
capability will allow for complexity in the models.

4.2.1.2 Model Parameter Uncertainties

It must be recognized that the desired databases for detailed model development currently do not
exist. However, it is still necessary to evaluate the means and standard deviations for each of the
corrosion model parameters. Consequently, whatever data that is available must be used for the
model development. Mean values must be estimated for physically relevant materials and chemistries.
This will seriously limit the amount of available data and cause standard deviations that will most
likely be very large. Thus, we will estimate the models and the standard deviations using a larger
database consisting of "similar" materials and chemistries. Based on expert judgement, documented
thoroughly and carefully, other relevant, data will be added to our database for developing models and
estimating standard deviations.
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4.2.1.3Model Outputs

The containerwillbediscritizedintoseparatenodes,witheachnodebeingmodeledfor
corrosionuntilitisconsideredfailed.Failureconditionsforeachmode ofcorrosionwillbechecked

foreachnode. Failureconditionswillbe establishedby theuser,withfailuretimeandmode being
outputforeachnode. Also,eachcorrosionmodelthatisactiveduringa timestepshalloutputthe
maximum and average depth of penetration through the container wall, the incremental and
accumulated amount of material removed from the container wall, and the chemical and physical state
of the corrosion product(s), e.g., Cr203 solid film adhering to the wall, or Fe_O3 dissolved in water.

4.2.1.4 Special Considerations

Because the upgraded AREST code will accommodate time and temperature dependent boundary
conditions, it is quite possible that different corrosion models will activate and/or deactivate at
successive time steps. It is therefore recommended that some method be implemented to choose the
proper corrosion model(s) for calculation during any particular time step, in advance of the actual
calculations. This implies that some sort of screening is needed to select the proper corrosion model.
It is suggested that this screening be implemented in the form of a potential-pH (Pourbaix) diagram,
at least in the first generation. Such a screening method may be useful when interactions between
major processes are activated and when iterative calculations must be performed. It also allows a
record of corrosion model selections to be stored in a very compact digital form (binary storage using
masking functions).

Each element of the container surface in the numerical grid will also be assigned a flag to
indicate whether it has failed. A container element is assumed to be partially failed if a through-wall
breach has occurred, and gases from inside the container have escaped. For example, a pinhole
breach caused by pitting may reseal, but if gases have escaped, the container is still partially failed.
Note that a pinhole at a higher vertical position on the container can potentially release more gas than
one at a lower position. Some means of assigning a relative value to the location of a failure may be
needed in the future to take advantage of local areas on the container via the grid. A container
element is totally failed if it has a through-wall breach and has released material that was previously
in solid form at emplacement (e.g., spent fuel or glass).

4.2.2 Cladding

Models for analyzing the degradation of the zircaloy cladding surrounding the spent fuel will be
implemented in the new version of the AREST code. Van Luik (et al. 1987) provides a collection of
information that can be used to determine the ability of the cladding to contribute to the containment
of radionuclides. An analytical model currently exists that estimates creep-rupture failure rates in a
dry storage condition (Santanam et al. 1990). This type of model and/or numerical models will be
implemented into the AREST code.
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4.3 Failure Distributions

We will also retainandenhancethe capabilityto model containmentfailure as a realizationfrom
a statisticalor user-supplieddistribution. This capabilitywill be useful for both sensitivity and
uncertaintyanalyses. It will also allow the user to control the specific time of failure.
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5.0 Waste Package Release

Based on currentlyexpectedbehavior, release processes for theengineered barriersystem can be
divided into two categoriesbased on the time requiredto reachsub-boiling temperaturesat the surface
of a waste package (tr). After closure of the repositoryuntil time t,, liquid watercannotcontact the
waste packagesexcept throughunexpectedevents such as human intrusion,severe changes in the
water table depth,or waterinfiltrationratesdue to climate change. Consequently,underthe expected
conditions,release of radionuclidesin the gaseous stateneed only be consideredover the time range

• 0 < t < tr. However, potentiallyimportantchanges in the physical and chemical propertiesof the
waste form can occur during this time period such as oxidationof the spent fuel (Einzigeret al. 1992)
and vapor phase hydrationof borosilicateglass (Bates et al. 1988). At times greaterthan tr, liquid
watercan come into contactwith a waste package, so aqueous dissolutionof the waste form and mass
transportof released radionuclidescan occur. The AREST code will be capableof calculating
radionucliderelease rates over each of these time frames, as illustratedin Figure 5.1. The conceptual
models that will be implementedto describe waste package release processes are described in the
following sections.

5.1 Nuclide Mobilization

The currentversion of the ARESTcode contains models for nuclide mobilization that assume

• a user inputconstant concentrationor temperature-dependentconcentration for solubility-limited
elements;

• a UO2 solubility function (Garistoand Garisto 1985) that is used to calculate proportional
concentrationsfor other radionuclidesbased on inventory in the fuel;

• constantflux at the waste form surface (furtherassuming a constantreactionrate of the waste
form); and

• a time-varyingsurface concentrationat the surfaceof a glass waste form (based on a coupled
chemical-mass transportmodel).

With the possible exception of the last item listed above, none of these assumptions are adequate
for performance assessment calculations. The primaryreason is thatradionuclidesolubilities and
dissolutionratesof the waste form are highly sensitive to the chemical and physical environmentof
the waste package. The first three assumptionsat best account for a constantchemical environment
aroundthe waste package or do not take groundwaterchemistry into accountat all. The new version
of the ARESTcode will incorporateexplicit provisions to treattime-dependentchemical interactions

• of groundwaterwith the waste form. The overall structurefor modeling the waste form surface
concentrationis shown in Figure 5.2 and discussed in the following sections.
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5.1.1 Matrix Dissolution

Approximately95 % to 98 % of the waste will be containedin the matrixof the waste form
(Apted et al. 1989; Strachanet al. 1990). Different conceptualmodels for dissolutionof spent fuel
andborosilicateglass will be incorporatedas described below•

5.1.1.1 Spent l_lel

The dissolutionrateof spentfuel will be predictedbased on a semi-empiricalmodel. The model
will be based on the latestexperimentaldata availablefrom ongoing experimentalprogramswithin the
Yucca Mountainprojectand other projectsthroughout the world• The model will predict fission gas
release anddissolution ratesof fuel with differentburnups. The dissolutionmodel will explicitly
account for changes in groundwaterchemistrysuch as 02, pH, and the concentrationof important
anions such as HCO_. The modelwill be updatedas additionaldata is developed on the effects of
other groundwatercomponentssuch as Si and Ca.

Before contact with liquid water, some spent fuel elements may be breached, thereby exposing
the UO2 matrixto air. Ithas been demonstratedin laboratoryexperiments that spent fuel can oxidize
to U30s rapidlywhen exposed to air at temperaturesabove 200°C (Woodley et al. 1989)• One
importantconsequenceof this reactionis the volume expansion that occurs. Stresses inducedalong
the grain boundariestendto breakthe fuel into particleswith much higher surface area than the intact
fuel. Watercontactingthe particulatematerialis muchmore likely to rapidlyrelease the entrained
fission products, which are highly soluble in water underoxidizing conditions. It is not yet clear
whether the intrinsicdissolution rate of U30s is significantly differentfrom UO2 or the intermediate
oxidationstates such as U409. The ARESTcode will containa mechanistic model to calculate the
time-temperaturetransformationG'T'T)of UO2 to the higher oxidationstates. This model will be
coupled with a semi-empiricalmodel to estimate the change in fuel surface area and extent of cladding
breach as a function of oxidationof the fuel. Dependingon the availabilityof supporting
experimentaldata, a model that accounts for changes in the intrinsic dissolutionrate of spent fuel as a
function of oxidationstate will also be included in the ARESTcode.

$.1.1.2 Glass

The currentversion of the ARESTcode contains a mechanistic model thatdescribes the
dissolutionkinetics andchanges in groundwaterchemistry that occur during the aqueous dissolutionof
a glass waste form. This model couples the glass dissolutionprocess with mass transportinto a
backfill material. It is both computationallyefficient androbust. We anticipateneeding relatively
minormodificationsto incorporatethe glass dissolutionmodel into the numericaltransportmodels
that will be developed for the ARESTcode. The primaryadditionthat will be needed is to explicitly
accountfor the process of vapor phase hydrationthat will occur in those waste packagesthatfail
before tr.
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5.1.2InstantRelease

For spent fuel, the fast or instant release of the soluble fission products is distributed between
the fuel-cladding gap and the UO2 grain boundaries. For a glass waste form, an analogous release
may occur from a porous alteration layer that develops from vapor-phase hydration (Bates et al.
1988). The modeling of the instant release is discussed in the following sections.

5.1.2.1 Spent Fuel Gap/Grain Boundaries

• The release of the fission products from the gap between the claddingand the fuel and from the
grain boundariesof the spent fuel will be conservatively lumped into a single source• The release of
these fission products is expected to occur very rapidlyif liquid watercontacts the spent fuel waste

. form. The amountof fission productsthat are present in the gap and grain boundaries will be
modeled by using an inventorysimulatedfrom a statistical or user supplieddistribution,or by using a
relationshipbased on fuel operationparameters, such as burnupor temperature. This relationship
will be developedfrom data collected from spent fuel experiments. The "instant" release fraction will
be additionallymodified by accountingfor changes in the structuralintegrityof the fuel, depending
on the extent of oxidation as described in Section 5.1.1.1.

5.1.2.2 Gaseous Release

A model for analyzing the release and transportof gaseous 14Chas been developed at the
Universityof California at Berkeley (Lightet al. 1990). This model analyzes release through
partially failed containers. This analytical model, or similar numericalmodels, will be incorporated
into the AREST code to treat release of radionuclidesin the gaseous state.

5.1.2.3 Vapor Phase Hydration

Work conducted at Argonne National Laboratory has indicated that for some borosilicate waste
glasses, exposure to high temperature water vapor leads to the formation of a hydration rind on the
glass surface. The hydration rind consists of a series of secondary mineral phases. This porous layer
may be poorly adherent to the glass surface and may also provide little resistance to the movement of
any liquid water that subsequently contacts the waste form. Consequently, soluble elements entrained
in this layer are expected to be rapidly released once liquid water contacts the waste package. We
envision the release process to be entirely analogous to the "instant" release of gap inventory fission
products with spent fuel. A model will be incorporated into the AREST code that will predict the
extent of vapor phase hydration as a function of temperature and relative humidity. This model will
then be used to develop an "instant" release source term for those waste packages that are assumed to

• fail early and expose the glass to high temperature water vapor.
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5.2 Nuclide Transport

The ARESTcode will primarilymodel liquidtransportof radionuclides. The transportof a
gaseous nuclide, primarily14C,will be done by assuming an instantaneoustransport from the
containersurfaceto the host rock. That is, whatever is releasedfrom the waste form andcan migrate
through the partiallyfailed container, can instantaneouslytransportthrough the backfill.

Numerical modeling of liquid transportis an area where the ARESTcode needs to be upgraded.
The new version will be capableof predictingmulticomponentsolute transportwith simultaneous
chemical reaction andradioactivedecay. The model will explicitly accountfor changes in the near-
field groundwaterchemistry that occurs as a consequenceof the dissolutionor corrosion of the waste
form and other engineered-barriermaterials. This capabilitywill be the unique featureof the
ARESTcode compared with other reactive transportmodels that have been previously developed in
the U.S. and other countries. The transport model will be structuredto allow the free mixing of
kinetic and equilibrium-controlledreactionsthroughoutthe spatial domain. If feasible, the model will
also accountfor the changes in waterchemistry that result from radiolysis.

The geometricconfigurationwill utilize an orthogonalgrid in two space dimensions to predict
mass transport througha backfill and into the host rock region. The models will provide constraints
on solubility limits, radionuclidedecay, and decay chain ingrowth at each node and time step
throughoutthe EBS. Spatialdiscretizationroutineswill assist the user in setting up the problemso
that the desired accuracyof the solution to the differenceequations will be achieved. For example, a
user may wish to simulate migrationthroughfour regions, including

• a partially failed container
• a back-filledregion
• a rock region that has been disturbedduringthe tunnelling or drillingof a bore hole
• a fractured tuffaceoushost rock.

The user will be able to adjustthe level of detail in each region of interest based on the selection of
the grid and grid spacing.

At the potential site for the repository at Yucca Mountain, changes in global climate far into the
futuremay result in periods when water recharge rates are sufficiently high to cause matrix, fracture,
or combinedmatrix-fractureflow (Buschecket al. 1991). Consequently, the ARESTcode will need
to model the effects of these periodicevents on radionucliderelease. The user will input data on the
statistical natureof the infiltrationevents and will predeterminethe characteristics of the episodic
event, includingwhether the flow is matrixor fracture-dominated. This data will then be used by the
ARESTcode to wash away or flush the concentrationsin the fracturesand/or rock matrix for times
correspondingwith the durationand frequencydistributionsinputby the user, and thus modifying the
boundaryat the waste package/host rock interface.
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5.3 Colloid Transport

Colloid transpor',has received considerableattentionin the literature. Bateset al. (1990) have
found actinidecolloids in their wet-drip release experimentswith several waste glasses. These results
are consistentwith other evidence in the literaturefor colloid formationin closed-system tests reacting
glass with water (Oloffsonet al. 1982; McVay and Buckwalter1982; Avogadro andde Marsily 1984;
Shadeet al. 1984; McGrail 1986). However, the formationor potentialfoL"formation of colloids in
the near-fieldis not at issue. Whatis considerablyless clear is the potentialfor transportout of the
EBS of any colloids that do form.

Diffusive transportof colloid size particles is physically impossible in partiallysaturatedtuff,
where diffusion occurs across thin waterfilms on the mineral surfaces. Consequently,episodic

. infiltrationevents where convective flow is induced for periodsof time is the only probablemeans of
transportingcolloids. With a properlydesigned engineered-barriersurroundingthe waste package,
diffusive transportwill be the only means of radionucliderelease to the host rock. Consequently,
from the point of view of the EBS with which the ARESTcode is concerned, episodic infiltration
events need only change the boundary condin'onsthat are applied for the solute transportproblem.
There is no need for implementationof a highly complex colloid transportmodel requiringdata on
colloid size, growth rates, electrophoreticmobility, etc., that has little hope of being determined
quantitativelyor predicted even qualitatively. Becauseof these factors and the lack of a defensible
colloid transportmodel, we are not consideringradionucliderelease associatedwith colloids in
developing the requirementsfor the new version of the ARESTcode.
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6.0 Uncertainties

An accurate description of a PA code, which representsa physical model, is that the code has
inputsconsisting of a set of parameters--call the set 0--which typically describes physical anddesign
features. The outputs from a PA code typically are measuresof performanceand quantitiesof
regulatoryinterest. Uncertaintiesaboutthe model that the code embodies are represented,albeit
incompletely, by a distributionon the parameter set--call the distributionII. An uncertaintyanalysis
is a studyof the distributionofj[0) inducedby H, whereJ(0) is the functionbeing estimatedby the

• PA code.

• 6.1 Source of Uncertainties

Sources of uncertaintiesfor a PA code includephysical surroundings,design parameters, and
empirical relations. The physical surroundingsare the environmentalprocesses that describethe near-
field and the waste package. These uncertaintieswould arise from modeling parameters using
process-specific supportcodes, using site-specific datameasuredin field studies, and ignoringcertain
processes that actually may have an effect on the performance.

The design parametersinclude propertiesof the backfill andhost rock (e.g., porosity and
tortuosity), the waste form characteristics(e.g., waste loadingand storagetime duration),the waste
containerproperties(e.g., material), anddimensions (e.g., container thickness and backfill thickness).
Uncertaintieswill arise in measuringthese values and manufacturingthe system to specifications.

Uncertaintieswithempirical relationshipsoccur with obtaining experimentaldata and developing
equationsfrom the experimentaldata.

6.2 Uncertainty Analysis Options
i

The usual methods of uncertaintyanalysis are various Monte Carlo (MC) simulationmethods.
This section describes the usual variants of MC used for an uncertaintyanalysis and also describes a
variance propagationstrategyfor uncertaintyanalysis (Owen 1992a). These methods or similar types
of methods will be implementedinto the new version of the ARESTcode.

The authorsrealize that the complexity and computationaldemandsof the transport module will
limit the extent of uncertaintyanalysis to simplified problems. This section describes several
techniquesfor estimatinguncertaintieswith the actual techniquesthat will be implementedbeing based
on the complexity of the models developed and documented in the mathematicsdocument. We realize
that this section is muchmore technical than the other sections throughoutthis document.

w
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6.2,1 Notation

The following is the main notation that is used throughoutthis section:

0 is the set of input parameters
II is the distributionon the input parameters,0
f is the model being estimated by the PA c_de
e is the expectation operator;e.g., e[O] - J 0 II(0) dO
z, is the covariance operator; e.g., _,[0]= e[(O- _)(0 - _0)t]
_e is the mean of the input parameters, _e - e[O]
I_e is the covariance of the input parameters, g:e - J,[O].

6.2.2 Monte Carlo Methods

The first methoddiscussed in this section is the ordinaryMC method. This method is used to
examine the distributionsof the model,](0), by randomly samplingvalues for the inputdata set, 0i,
from the inpatdistribution,H. Thus, this method calculates the values _Ol) andforms various
empirical distributions based on these values. The advantages of this method are that I)it is
conceptually straightforward and 2) it provides a natural way to study the induced distribution.
However, ordinary MC methods can consume a lot of computer time, particularly if the tails of the
induced distribution are needed.

Another form of MC simulation is the stratified Monte Carlo. With this method, the input data
set is randomly selected based on a design strata of the input distribution. This method is better than
or equal to the ordinary MC method when estimating the expected value, e_0)]. The advantages of
this method are that 1) it is conceptually straightforward, 2) it produces a smaller variance than the
ordinary MC method, and 3) the formulas for the various properties of the induced distributions are
readily available. However, the performance of this method is based on the choice of the strata.

Finally, there is the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method. It is another form of MC
simulation which is better than or equal to the ordinary MC method when estimating the expected
value, e[f(0)]. In practice, LHS advantages are 1) it can outperform stratified MC methods of
estimating the expected value, 2) it generally produces smaller variances, and 3) algorithms currently
exist which provide methodology to impose rank correlation structures on the inputs. While estimates
of the sampling error of the mean are available for LHS, estimates of the variance of the model,
_,[/(0)],are not quantifiable (Owen 1992b).

6.2.3 Propagating Variances

Using a propagationof variance method, we assume that the uncertainties in the model
parameters are satisfactorily captured by the covariance of the input parameters, I;e. This covariance
is propagated to riO) using an approximation presented by Rao [1973, theorem 6.a.2 (ii)], by
expandingfl0) in a Taylor series about _t0 and using the first two terms in the series as an
approximation to f. The general series is:
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I(e)- f (_,,.(e-_,,))._ x_E(D,,...,f)(_,)(e-,,,),...(e-_,,,),,.,_e-_,)

where r(0 - Pe) converges to zero fasterthan 10- _0l, as 0 -* _. By cuttingoff the expansion in this
equationat m= 1, we have the approximationfor v_0)]:

• The strategydescribedin the preceding paragraphscan be modified in a numberof ways. One
modificationis to considerother expansionsand searchfor convenientvariance formulasfor those
expansions. An expansioncurrentlybeing studiedin the statisticsliterature is the following:

1(e)- E/,ce_+E/_(e_e,). ...

The first term representsf as an "additive"function. The next and higher order sums correspond to
increasinglyhigherorder interactions.

6.3 Code Requirements for Uncertainty Analyses

For a Monte Carlo approach,uncertaintyanalysis can be implementedas a "wrapper"to be
placedarounda codewhichcalculates_0). The codewill beexercisedwith repeatedsamplingof
inputparameters.This requireshundreds,eventhousands,of runs. Thus,the modelsneedto be
veryefficientandtypicallysimplified,analyticalor responsesurfaces,in orderto makethe repeated
runs.

The variancepropagationapproachrequiresthatderivativesof the modelsbecalculatedand
evaluated.Currently,themodelsarenotdeveloped,thusto evaluatefor appropriatenessof this
techniquecannotbedone. Oncethemodelsaredeveloped,thistechniquewill beevaluatedfor
possibleimplementationintothe AREST code.
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7.0 Computer Requirements

This section describes the specific computerrelatedrequirementsfor the new version of the
ARESTcode. These requirementsare broken into three sections which describe the computer
requirements,performancerequirements, and specific attributesof the code and the user of the code.

7.1 Host Computer

The currentversion of the ARESTcode runson a UNIX SparcStation._') The computational
partof the AREST code is writtenin FORTRAN, while the InputManager andthe Plot Manager are

• writtenin C. The XVIEW(')toolkit, of the OpenWindows(a)graphicalX-windows environment,was
used to develop the dynamicuser-interfacefor the InputManager andfor the Plot Manager. The Plot
Manager uses the Uniras¢b)graphicslibraries to create the graphicalrepresentationof the results.

The new version of the AREST code will againbe developed for the UNIX SparcStation.
Developing a systemon a specific platform allows for the utilizationof more of the capabilitiesof the
software, hardware, andsoftware-hardware interactions. This philosophyallows for the most
capabilitiesbeing incorporatedinto the system as compared to restrictingenhancementsdue to the
developmentof a system that will run on several different types of hardware andsoftware. The
computationalpartof the ARESTcode will, however, be portableto other platforms running a
similarFORTRANcompiler. The FORTRAN compilerused for the AREST code is FORTRAN77
with Vax/VMS extensions, version 1.4 on the SparcStation.

The currentversion of the ARESTcode uses approximately5 Mbytesof memory and 100
Mbytesof disk space. This includes the user interfaceand the computationalmodel. The new
version will use approximatelytwice the memory (10 Mbytes) and possibly 1.5 to 2 times the disk
space (200Mbytes)as compared to the currentversion.

7.2 Performance

The current version of the ARESTcode is very efficient. Runs for a typical analysis (e.g.,
single waste package, 5 nuclides)may take 2 CPU seconds for the analytical transportmodels or up
to 2 CPU minutes using the glass dissolutionmodel andthe one-dimensionaltransportmodel.

Since the AREST code will be used for analyses with differentlevels of detail-from very
" detailed when analyzing the conceptual-levelandprocess-level models to moderatelydetailedwhen

analyzing the waste package domainmodel--computerperformance will still be an issue. As
described in previous sections, the ARESTcode will be used to analyze model and data sensitivities

• and performancemodel uncertainties. Thus, the ARESTcode will be used to make a limited number

(a) Registered trademarkof Sun Microsystems, Inc.
03) Registered trademarkof Uniras, Inc.
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of repeatedruns/analyses. The current,probabilistic,version of the AREST code typically analyzes
100 to 5000 waste packagesfor a single analysis. This numberof simulations is not realisticwith the
more detailed numericalversion of the AREST code, where a typical analysis may use 10 to 50
simulatedwaste packages. Thus, an analysisof a single waste package thattakes one to five hoursof
CPU time is not unrealistic, especially since each waste package could be simulatedseparatelyon
differentcomputers/CPUs.

7.3 Attributes

The currentversion of the ARESTcode is maintainedunder a configurationmanagement(CM)
tool called SCCS(*)on the UNIX SparcStation. All modificationsto the code are and will be
documentedusing this CM tool. Documentationwill also be placed under the same CM tool. The
ARESTcode and the outputfor each analysis will be labelled, such that the version, the confifsuration
managementnumber,and the relevant dates are marked.

Finally, the code is beingdesigned so that the user of the system has to be cognizant of the
following:

• UNIX and the SparcStation
• the waste package andEBS system
• a set of documentationthat will be developed for the new version of the ARESTcode, including

1. Softwarerequirementsspecification
2. Softwaredevelopmentplan
3. Mathematicsdocument
4. Softwaredesign document
5. Softwareuser guide.

(a) Registeredtrademarkof Sun Microsystems,Inc.
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8.0 User Interface

The currentversion of the ARESTcode contains a graphical user interface for both input to the
model and viewing the results (Nakamura and Wilkins 1992). Interactive input to the ARESTcode is
done through the Input Manager, while interactive plotting is done using the Plot Manager. Both the
Input Manager and the Plot Manager are described in the next two sections.

A help utility and a cross-referenceutility are provided with the AREST code. The help utility
is a narrative description of the individual parts of the user interface. The reference utility provides
easily accessible on-line help and cross-referencefor a variety of related topics and variables.

8.1 Input Manager

The currentversion of the InputManagerallows the user to input all parametersas a single
discrete value, multiple discretevalues for sensitivity analysis, or as a simulatedvalue from a
statistical distribution. The user can select from two types of sensitivity analysis designs: full
factorial or base-alternate;and from several statisticaldistributions--uniform, normal, exponential,
triangular, or from a user-suppliedprobabilitydensity curve. Using the InputManager, input
parameters can be correlated with other input parametersusing simple relationships. The Input
Manager outputs a datafile which is readdirectly into the computationalpart of the AREST code.

In the new versionof the AREST code, the InputManager will be expanded to allow for input
of new data for the numericalmodels (e.g., definingthe grid and boundaryconditions for the new
numerical transportmodels): and will include more designs for sensitivity analysis (e.g., Latin
Hypercube Sampling), more statisticaldistributions(e.g., Weibull and log distributions),and more
correlationstructureof the inputparameters. Provisionsfor doing sensitivity analyses of the
individualconceptual-leveimodels and process-level models will also be added.

8.2 Plot Manager

The current version of the Plot Manager allows the user to interactively plot the calculated
results from the ARESTcode. The user has a great deal of flexibility in plotting the results. The
specific types of plots include:

• release rates or concentrations as a function of time
• release distributions of simulated waste packages as a function of time
• probability density function of release from simulatedwaste packages at a specified time
• probability density function of a simulated input parameter
• two-dimensional scatter plot of simulated inputparameters
• release contour plots at a specified time as a function of two simulated input parameters
• radionuclide concentrations as a function of time and one-dimensional distance from the waste

container.

8.1



In the currentversion, the user has the capability to combinedifferent simulatedruns/scenarios
onto a single plot. The user can also control the output device and the composition of the graphics,
including:

• specifying that the output be displayedon the screen or writtento a PostScript file
• specifying titles, footnotes, and axis labeling and scaling
• specifying units for release rates andconcentrations: curies, becquerels, grams, moles, or parts
• specifying the time frameof the plot: time since containerfailure or time since repository

closure
• controlling plot specification: individualwaste package release rate, averagewaste package

release, or cumulativerelease
• having the optionto save and reuse the plot description.

Enhancementsto the Plot Manager will include:

• three-dimensionalplots: release as a function of two simulated input variables or release as a
function of a two-dimensionaldesign (spatial)

• plots of input and calculated intermediatedata: time-temperaturehistories, groundwater
compositions, reactionprogress,or dissolutionrates

• release profiles showing propagationof fronts and precipitationthrough the backfill androck
regions.
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